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1. Write a detailed note on the central administration of Delhi Sultanate.   

 

2. Discuss the Provincial and local administration of the Delhi Sultanate during 1206 to 
1526 A.D.   

 

3. Discuss in detail on the Revenue system of the Sultanate period.   

 

4. Explain the condition of trade and commerce during the Sultanate period.   

 

5. Discuss in detail the main characteristics of the Bhakti movement and elucidate its 
importance in medieval Indian history.  

 

6. Describe the architecture of the Sultanate period.  

 

7. Discuss the achievements of Krishnadevraya.  

 

8. Discuss the administrative system of Vijaynagar Empire.   
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9. Answer the following any eight out of sixteen. 8 
 Match the Group – A and B. 

A B  

1. The head of the Charity (a) Aariz-e-mumalik  

2. The head of the Central (b) Vakil-e-dar  

3. The head of the Provincial (c) Aamile  

4. The head of the site (d) Subo  

5. The head of the Palace (e) Sultan  

6. The head of the Military (f) Sadra-us-sudur  

  Fill in the blanks : 

 7. ________ is the largest center of weving clothes in India. (Bengal, Bihar)  

 8. Delhi Sultanate was established in ________ A.D. (1206, 1208)  

 9. The paper was manufacturing in ________ India. (Malbar, Hilbar)  

 10. Sikandar Lodi use ________ method for the measurement of land. (Biswa, Sikandari)  

 11. The ________ type of cloth was famous of Dhaka (Patoda, Malmal)  

 12. Firozshah Tuglaq build ________ canal on Yamuna river. (Majjabe, Rajjabe).  

  Write True or False.  

 13. Sultan Balban built a mosque known as “Adhai Din ka Jhopada”.   

 14. Well known Poet of Bhakti movement Saint Gyaneshwar was from Gujarat region.  

  Write answer in one sentence. 

 15. Give the year of establishment of Vijaynagar.  

 16. Who was Nicolo-Conti ?  
_________ 
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1. Describe the contribution of the Brahmo Samaj in the Social and Religious reforms 

movement during the 19th Century in India.  

 

2. Describe the contribution of the Prarthana Samaj in the Social and Religious reforms 

movement during the 19th Century in India.  

 

3. Describe the contribution of Arya Samaj to the Socio-Religious reform movement in 

India during the 19th Century.  

 

4. Describe the contribution of the Theosophical Society in Social and Religious reforms 

movements.  

 

5. Discuss Social reform activities of Ramkrishna Mission and its impact.  

 

6. Describe the contribution of the Parsi and Sikh Society in Socio-religious movement in 

India.  

 

7. Mention the social reforms activities of Aligarh Movement.  

 

8. Evaluate Jyotiba Phule as a Social Reformer.  
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9. Answer the following any eight out of sixteen. 8 

 Match the following : 

                  A                  B  

1. Aatmiya Sabha (a) Virsinh gam  

2. Indian Brahmo Samaj (b) Radhanagar  

3. Prarthana Samaj (c) Henry Derojiyo  

4. Young Bengal (d) Dr. Aatmram Panduranga  

5. Birth place of Rajaram Mohan Roy (e) Keshav Chandra Sen  

6. Birth place of Ishwar Chandra (f) Raja Rammohan Roy  

 Vidyasagar   

 

  Fill in the blanks : 

 7. _______ was founded in 1875 A.D. (Arya Samaj, Ved Samaj)    

 8. _______ was the original name of Dayanand Saraswati. (Mulshanker, Gadadhar)  

 9. _______ means divine wisdom. (Ved Samaj, Theosophy)  

 10. _______ Book has been written by Dayanand Saraswati. (Ved Prakash, Satyarth 

Prakash)  

 11. _______ was give up the sutra “Go back to the Vedas”. (Arya Samaj, 

Ramkrishna Mission).  

 12. _______ was founder of Theosophical Society. (Colonel Allcott, Colonel Jyofe 

Cor) 

  Write true or false.  

 13. Dayanand Saraswati had established Ramkrishna Mission.  

 14. Parsi Society’s Social Reformer was Dadabhai Naoroji.  

  Write answer in one sentence : 

 15. Who was the main leader of Aligarh movement ?  

 16. What was the name of the Jyotiba Phule’s wife ?  

_______ 


